
Aries ~ Mars ~ 1st House 

The ability to simplify means  
to eliminate the unnecessary  

so that the necessary may speak. 
~ Hans Hofmann ~ 

Redefining Your Identity! 
(and Your Sense of Self)    

    
Independent means "free from the control of others; self-reliant". To me, it means OWN YOUR STUFF - 
KEEP IT REAL! Everything about you - the good, the bad and the ugly - is because of you and your 
choices. We make choices based on the knowledge and experience we have at the time, but the choices 
are our own nonetheless. It takes practice but eventually you realize that you have created the life you 
are living and if you don't want to live that way anymore, then it's time to make some new choices. 
 
Prayer/Affirmation: 
I honor that which has brought me this far, and consciously choose a Higher path from now on. 
 
Total independence means you take complete responsibility for EVERYTHING in your life. It's always 
YOU! If you want to be truly independent, then it's entirely up to you to make that happen. Being         
independent has a lot to do with what you are willing to give up for what it is you want to accomplish. 
No one promised easy, and only you can decide what is worth it or not. 
 
Prayer/Affirmation: 
I consciously and honestly appraise the worth of what I want to become and accomplish, and I joyfully 
sacrifice whatever necessary to meet those goals. 
 
The responsibility of being totally independent is a heavy one and some people 
will consciously choose NOT to be independent in favor of allowing other people 
or circumstances to create boundaries within which they can conduct their lives. 
 
Prayer/Affirmation: 
I know what I want - to give and receive - from life, and I am happily willing to 
do whatever it takes to manifest my truth and purpose. 
 
It will take time, but you have to figure out what exactly you want to do, how you 
can accomplish that and set out, step-by-step, to do so. It is a process and if you 
have spent the bulk of your life working for someone else or living life according 
to rules you had nothing to do with setting up, then it will take some time to 
change course. Nothing worthwhile is ever easy, and there is truly no such thing 
as an 'overnight success'. You have to want it and you have to work to achieve it. 
Move confidently in the direction of your goal and doors will open! 



 
       
The Medicine Cards (by Jamie Sams & David Carson) are very useful for all kinds of guidance, helping you connect 
to  NATURE'S RHYTHM, which is also innately connected to your own. Anytime I do a reading with them, I take notes. What 
I've started doing is writing those notes in first-person, affirmation-form.  That has only increased their power and it helps hold 
the message clearly in my memory as I proceed throughout the day / week / month.   
     
When I meditated on what energy would be useful to YOU, my circle of students, clients, friends & extended family, I pulled ... 
*MOUNTAIN LION* ~ which is Leadership and speaks to the independent soul of *ARIES* ~ who moves through 
the world with strength and integrity and is not necessarily attached to whether others agree or follow, only that they respect 
them along the way.  It reminds you to set a standard & do not settle for less than what you deserve and are willing to work for 
in life. 
     

Affirmations 
    

•I am a leader who inspires and motivates.   
•I balance power, intention, physical strength, and grace in all aspects of my life.    
•I balance and honor my body, mind, and spirit.    
•I am responsible for and protect that which I create in the world. 
•I stand on my convictions and remain true to my own heart. 
•I own my truth, now and always.    
•I lead by example.    
•I am fully capable of responding to any situation, trusting my Self & Spirit to guide me  
          and I do not panic.     
•I am open & receptive to others' views & opinions but ultimately make decisions based on  
          what is best for all involved. 
•I move fearlessly through the world because I am grounded in my Truth.    
•I am courageous but not foolish.    
•I practice presence, remain aware of my surroundings and make my own choices.    
•I live with conviction, move with a quiet power & remember to maintain my sense of humor. 


